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OVERVIEW

During the one-year period ending June 30, 1991, significant initiatives to restructure
systems of financial regulation and to increase efficiency of markets were undertaken around
the world, both in response to the anticipated integration of the European market in 1992 and
to increasing global competition. In Europe, individual countries continued to conform laws
governing banks and other financial institutions to the general guidelines established by European Community (ltECIt) directives concerning such subjects as capital adequacy, solvency

ratios, insider trading and money laundering. Several countries over the last year expanded
the scope of permissible activities and investments for banking organizations. In anticipation
of increased cross-border competition between securities markets, many countries have taken
steps to increase participation in and efficiency of their stock exchanges including the intro-

duction of new products. In addition to other liberalizing measures, Japan continued consideration of a major restructuring of its bank regulatory system to modify the separation between
banking and securities businesses. The U.S. Congress is also considering legisla tion that would

restructure the U.S. financial system to allow banks to engage through holding company struc-

tures in full service securities activities, to establish interstate branches and to allow com-

mercial firms to own banks.
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PERMISSIBLE AClIVITIES

FOR BANNG ORGANZATIONS
IN MAOR FINANCIA CENTERS
Ban Investments
in Industrial

Australia

Securities 1

Insurance2

Real Estate3

Unlited, but in
practice through a

Unlimited, but in
practice through a

subsidiar

Limited by prudential gudelies

subsidiary

Firms4

Limited by prudential gudelies

Industrial Firm
Investments in

Ban

Acquisition of
more than 10% of
a ban's voting

stock requies

reguatory
approval
Belgium

Unlited, certain
activities

through
subsidiaries
Brazil

Canada

Generaly liited

to holdig
company premises

subject to prior

investments are
permitted

authorities

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

to ho~ding ban
premises

Unlmited

Not currently
permitted;
unlimited
activities through
subsidiaries
proposed

Generaly limited
to holding ban
premises; broader
activities through
subsidiaries
proposed

interests

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Generaly limited
to holding
company premises

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Generally liited

Unlmited, but

Limited diect
and indiect

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

through
subsidiaries

Colombia

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Limited to
suppliers to the
bank
Permitted to hold
up to 10%

approval of

Permitted

Not generaly
permitted above a
certai percentage

Permitted, but

investments over

10% subject to
prior approval of

baning
authorities
Denmark

Unlimited, certain
activities through
subsidiaries

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Limited to 20%
of capital

Permitted with
restrictions;
permanent con-

but such investments are gener-

trollng holdings

ally not made

in industrial

companes are
prohibited

1 Underwiting, dealg and brokering all kinds of securities.
2 Underwiting and sellg insurance as principal and as agent.
3 Real estate investment, development and management.

4 Including investments through holding company structures.
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Not prohibited,

Ban Investments

European

CommunIy

Securities

Insurance

Real Estate

Unlited if

Not applicable;
permissibilty is
subject to home

Not applicable;
permissibilty is

country and host

country and host

country reguation

country reguation

authorized under
home country law

sul?ject to home

in Industrial
Firms
Each 10% or

more shareholding may not
exceed 15% of
the ban's own
funds and such

shareholdings on
an aggegate basis

may not exceed
60% of own funds

Finand

Unlimited

Only sellg of

Permitted to hold

insurance policies
as an agent

real estate and
shares in real
estate companes

Industrial Fir
Investments in

Banks

No general restriction; does not
allow investments
of 10% or more if
home country
supervsor is not

satisfied with the
suitabilty of the
shareholder

Permitted to hold

Not restricted by

diectly up to

law

10% of shares of
non-financial

up to 13% of

companes, and

total assets

up to 20% on an
aggegate basis
through subsidi-

aries

France

Unlmited

Unliited, usualy

through
subsidiaries

Unlited

Permitted with

reguatory

Not prohibited,
but such invest-

approval of

ments are gen-

interests in excess

erally not made

of 10%

Germany

Hong Kong

Unlimited

Unlited

Unlited

through
subsidiaries

through
subsidiaries

shareholding in

Permitted
(subject to
applicable

certai listed

restrictions in

companies and

Banking

subject to appli-

Ordinance and

cable restrictions
in Banking

approval from
Insurance
Authority for
15% or more
shareholding)

Permitted (except

for liitation on

Ordiance)

Permitted, sub-

Not prohibited,

ject to liits

based on bank's

but such investments are gen-

capital

erally not made

Permitted (sub-

Permitted (sub-

Permitted (sub-

ject to applicable

ject to applicable

ject to applicable

restrictions in

restrictions in

restrictions in

Bang

Ordiance)

Bankig
Ordinance)

Bang

Ordinance)

5 The Second Bang Directive contains a broad list of securities and commercial banking activities that EC "credit

institutions" (!, entities engaged in deposit-taking and lending) may conduct directly or .through branches throughout the EC
so long as their home countries authorize the activities. Subsidiaries of credit institutions governed by the law of the same
member state may also conduct activities on the list throughout the EC, subject to conditions which include 90% ownership

and a guarantee of commitments by the parent credit institutions. Insurance and real estate activities are not on the list and
are therefore determined by home country and host country regulations.
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Ban Investments

Italy

Securities

Insurance

Unlited, but

Limited to 10%

Generaly liited

not permitted to

of own fuds for

to holdig ban

operate diectly
on the Stock

each insurance

premises,

Exchange

20% aggegate

company

Real Estate

Industrial Fir

in Industrial
Firms

Investments in

Not permitted

Permitted up to

Ban

15% of shares of
the ban subject

and

to approval of the
Ban of Italy

investment in

insurance

companes

Japan

Limited, but a

Not permitted

Generaly liited

to holding ban
premises

U.S. or other

non-J apanese

Limited to holding 5% interests

ban ca own up

investment does
not exceed

to 50% of a

investing firm's

fu-servce

capital or net

securities affiliate

Luxembourg

Permitted, pro-

vidig total

Unlited

assets

Unlited

Unlited

Unlited, sub-

Subject to gen-

through sub-

through sub-

ject to reporting

eral authoriz-

sidiaries

sidiaries

and prior notice

tion procedure

to authorities

( case-by-case

decision)
Mexico

Securities trading
permitted

The Netherlands

Unlimited

Not permitted

Not permitted

Not permitted

Not permitted

Unliited

Unlimited

Subject to regulatory approval
for voting shares
in excess of 5%;

Subject to regu-

through
subsidiaries

latory approval
for voting shares
in excess of 5%

each investment
liited to 5% of

own funds of the
ban and sum of
al investments

restricted to 20%

of o,\v fuds
Norway

Generaly allowed
through sub-

sidiaries

Not permitted

Unlited
through
subsidiaries

Investments of up
to 49% in single
compames
permitted; only

Generaly, maxmum ownership
of 10% for any
single owner of a

4% of total ban
assets permitted

Norwegian finan-

to be invested in

some exemptions,

shares

the most
important relating

cial institution;

to subsidiaries of

foreign
institutions
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Ban Investments

Singapore

Spai

in Industrial
Firms

Securties

Insurance

Real Estate

Unlited

Unlited

Limited in

Limited in

through subsidi-

through subsidi-

aggegate to 40%

aggegate to 40%

aries with reguatory approval

aries with reguatory approval

of bank's capital

of ban's capital

Unlited; start-

Unlited

Unlimited

ing Januar 1,

through
subsidiaries

199, bans ca

Industrial Firm
Investments in

Banks

Acquisition of
more than 5%
requires reguatory approval

own up to 100%
of stock exchange
members

to capital-based

Need authoriztion from Ban of

limits; holding

Spai for equity

companes cur-

investments equal

Permitted, subject

rently are not

or above 15%; al

authorized to own
shares of bans
and industrial

purchases and

firms, but this

to Bank of Spai

sales of 5% must
be communicated

may be author-

ized in the near
future
Sweden

Switzerland

To be permitted

To be permitted

Generally liited

under pending

under pending

legislation

legislation

to holding ban
premises

Unlited

Do not engage in
insurance
activities

Thaiand

United Kingdom

United States
(current federal

law)

Unlited

Limited

Not prohibited,
but such investments are gener-

aly not made
Generaly liited

Unlimited

to holding ban
premises

Not prohibited,
but such invest-

ments are generaly not made
Permitted to hold
up to 10%

Maxum equity

to holding bank

premises

interest

5%

Unliited

Permitted subject

No prohibitions
contained in The
Banking Act of
198T

Unlimited
through
subsidiaries

Generaly liited

through
subsidiaries
Unlited, usually

Unlmited

through
subsidiaries

through
subsidiaries

to consultations

with the Bank of
England

Limited, through

Not generaly

Generaly liited

Permitted to hold

afilates

permitted

to holding ban
premises

up to 5% of the
voting shares
through a holding
company

interest limited to

Permitted to
make noncontrolling

investments up to
25% of the voting

shares

6 No statutory prohibition, but the Bank of England has indicated it would not 'favor controllig investments by industrial
firms in major bans.
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Ban Investments
Securities

Real Estate

Insurance

in Industrial
Firms

Industrial Firm
Investments in

Bans

United States

Unlited

Unlimited

Permissible

Afilations

Permissible

(Department of
the Treasury

through affùiates8

through afilates

through diversi-

permissible

through diversi-

fied holdig

through diversi-

fied holdig

company'

structure

fied holding
company
structure

company
structure

proposal) 7

United States

Unlited

More restrictive

No change from

No change from

No change from

(Senate Banking

through affùiates8

than current law.

current law

current law

curent law

United States

Unlited

Permissible

Permissible

Afilations

(House Banking

through affilates8

through diversi-

through diversi-

permissible

Permissible
throug diversi-

Committee Pro-

fied holdig com-

fied holdig com-

pany structure

fied holding company structure

through diversi-

posal H.R. 6)7

fied holding company structure

pany structure

Committee Proposal S. 543)7

7 Treasurys proposal included a requiement that international bans terminate their branches and agencies and conduct
their commercial bang business through ban subsidiaries in order to have U.S. securities and other new financial afilates.

The Institute and the Federal Reserve expressed concerns about this proposal because it would mean the capital resources of
the worldwide ban would not support the commercial banking activities in the United States and could reduce the amount
of capital available to provide financing in the U.S. Moreover, such a requiement would be inconsistent with the practice of

U.S. banks operating through branches throughout the world and with the policy of national treatment. Both the House and
the Senate Bang Committees eliminated the requiement, thereby permitting international bans to retain branches and

agencies and to afilate with other financial firms. The Committees also mandated that the Federal Reserve apply capital
standards to those international banks seeking to have U.S. financial affilates comparable to capital standards for U.S. bans
with similar afilates.

8 There has been much debate in the U.S. Congress about the need for so caed "firewalp" between a ban and its securities
affùiate. Proposals have included prohibitions on loans and other extensions of credit to the securities afliate; prohibitions
on credit enhancements for securities underwitten by the afilate; restrictions on credit to customers of the afliate to buy or
repay securities underwitten by the affliate; and restrictions on interlockig offcers and diectors. While Treasurs origial
proposal generaly left the issue of firewals to regulatory discretion, the House Banking Committee bil mandated absolute
prohibitions on most relationships between the ban on the one side and its securities afilate and the affiliate's customers on
the other. The House Energy and Commerce Committee may propose even more stringent firewalls than those adopted by
the House Bang Committee. The Senate Bankng Committee bil included similar restrictions, but gave the Federal

Reserve Board flexibilty to grant limited exceptions for well capitaled bans, including secured loans to the securities
affiliate up to 5 percent of the bank's capital; credit enhancements in the aggegate up to 40 percent of the ban's capital;

.lmited extensions of credit to purchase or repay securities underwitten by the affliate; and exemptions from the interlock
prohibitions for up to one half of the officers and diectors. .
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i. A USTRAUA

During this period, Australia has continued its implementation of increased prudential
supervision of banks. Over the past year Australian banking authorities have altered the
method of assessing the capital adequacy of a bank. As of June 30, 1990, banks have been

required, for the purpose of assessing capital adequacy, to deduct from total capital their

equity and other capital investments in non-consolidated subsidiaries or associates effectively
controlled by the banks. In September 1990 the Reserve Bank of Australia announced that, as
of September 1991, a bank's holding of other banks' capital instruments (other than trading
stock) should be deducted from the investing bank's total capital. The Reserve Bank is also
discussing a proposal to exclude from capital future income tax benefits (net of liabilties).
In other developments, the Reserve Bank has collected information from banks about

systems for managing market risk with a view toward developing guidelines on market risk
management. As part of the effort, banking regulators are cooperating with securities regula-

tors to develop common rules to apply to both securities activities of banks as well as fullservice securities companies. The Reserve Bank of Australia is also developing guidelines on
asset securitization, including methods to determine whether a bank retains any residual risk
in various asset securitization arrangements. If the bank does not retain any obligation to the

purchaser, the bank would not have to hold capital against that asset.
There are no absolute prohibitions on banks in Australia entering into nonbanking businesses. However, banks operating in financial groups are required to be the holding company
for the other financial affilates so that the bank wil continue to be subject to supervision by

the Reserve Bank. Banks in Australia are permitted to own life insurance subsidiaries. As
banks increasingly offer nonbanking services, the need to devise policies for supervising such
activities has correspondingly increased. For instance, the Reserve Bank is working closely
with the Insurance and Superannuation Commission to develop means to supervise bank-owned

life insurance companies and life insurance companies with a controllng interest in a bank.

In the latter case, exemptions are required under the Banks (Shareholding) Act, which can 'be

granted if in the national interest, subject to certain conditions, including an acceptance by
the life insurance company of supervision of the Reserve Bank to the extent necessary to
ensure the integrity of its bank subsidiary.

The Reserve Bank is also developing guidelines to distance a bank from its funds management operations. The guidelines are intended to ensure that a bank's managed funds are

kept clearly separate from the bank with the acknowledgement of the investors. In the area
of supervision, the Reserve Bank is continuing to develop examination procedures to question
banks about asset quality and valuation.
The Reserve Bank is also currently examining how to treat forms of netting arrangements other than netting by novation for capital adequacy guidetine purposes.

II. BELGIUM
Belgium has continued to implement reforms designed to enhance Belgium's competi-

tive position as the integration of the European market approaches.

On January 1, 1991, legislation concerning financial transactions and markets
(December 4, 1990 Act) became effective. This law contains numerous provisions governing

the reform and modernization of secondary securities markets, which are designed to make
IBF 1991
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the Belgian stock exchange more competitive. The new law allows financial intermediaries
(both Belgian and foreign) to take participations in stock exchange members. In addition, the

capital requirements for stock exchange member companies have been enhanced. Special

mechanisms to execute securities transactions through Itblock market" trading are also being
developed. Belgium is taking steps to establish in 1991 an options market for Belgian securities and a futures market for financial instruments. Belgium has adopted legislation to curb

insider trading in conformity with the EC Directive.

Legal reforms are also under way to provide for a more efficient securities-lending
system, an extension of the "dematerialization" (Le., physical bond certificates converted to

computerized "book entry" form) of securities to those issued by credit institutions and the

undertakings for mutual funds, and the securitization of assets. Moreover, a regulation has

been adopted to faciltate the issuance in Belgium of two new market instruments: commercial paper and certificates of. deposit for credit institutions. In addition, Belgium has imple-

mented changes in accordance with the EC Directive on joint investment trusts, which has
sparked the formation of new securities investment companies having variable capital.

In the area of bank regulation, Belgium has continued to strengthen the regulation of

the safety and soundness of financial institutions. A new regulation concerning the calculation of "own funds" (Le., capital and similar liabilties) wil be applied to all Belgian banks,

savings banks, and public credit institutions (including a quarterly calculation of the level of
own funds since the end of December 1990) beginning in June 1991, following the adaptation

of the Belgian regulations to the EC Directive on Own Funds and to the guidelines of the Basle
Committee. The existing regulation on country risk has been strengthened so that the cover
ratio is increased. It refines the criteria for country risk and expands the list of risk coun-

tries. In the field of retail banking, a new regulation has been adopted emphasizing protection
of the consumer through disclosure of information.

Money laundering is ilegal in Belgium under the July 17, 1990 Act, which allows for
seizure of the proceeds derived from money laundering. This act is a first step in anticipation
of the measures that wil be required by the EC.

Banks in Belgium have for many years been allowed to underwrite and trade in shares

and bonds. However, their abilty to hold long-term investments in their portfolio is limited.

In light of the competition to be created by the European single market, and in particular the
implementation of the Second Banking Directive, Belgium has been taking further steps to
expand the powers of banks to make equity investments. A recent decree allows banks to
make portfolio investments in the shares of commercial and industrial companies within narrow limits.

Since 1987, the Belgian Banking and Finance Commission has authorized individual
banks to take majority shares in insurance companies; minority shares are allowed only if they
are less than 10 percent. Since the insurance activity of banks throllgh their subsidiaries has
raised the question of consolidated regulation, the Belgian Banking and Finance Commission is
preparing a set of regulations on this subject together with the regulatory authority for insur-

ance companies.
In the continuing trend toward "bancassurance," several Belgian banks have concluded

agreements on the sale of insurance products with insurance companies. Others have chosen
to create a subsidiary company, especially for offering life insurance products of the universal
life type, which are close to formulas for long-term saving.
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The Belgian Bankers' Association is seeking recognition of the equivalence of the home

country regulation of banks from the principal OECD countries that have branches in Belgium
in those matters (own funds, annual accounts) in which the EC directives provide for a more
favorable treatment for the branches of banks from other EC countries than for branches of
banks from non-EC-countries. Operating under such a system, Belgium would treat equally all
credit institutions by applying the home country control principle on the basis of equivalent
regulations in the various countries concerned.

The reduction of the withholding tax on interest income in Belgium has encouraged the
deregulation of interest rates for deposits and led to an increase of the intermediation rate of
the banks while at the same time creating changes in the composition of the liabilties on
banks' balance sheets. Short-term deposits and medium-term notes (tlbons de caisse" with

maturities from one to five years), which are now more attractive, have seen an impressive
rise in 1990. In other market developments, Belgium took steps to modernize its public debt

funding system to provide for the issuance of linear bonds ("OLO") aimed at institutional
investors.
m. BRAZIL

Commercial banks in Brazil take deposits, offer checking accounts and make shortterm loans. The minimum capital requirements for financial institutions duly authorized to
operate in Brazil are reviewed and modified periodically by the Central Bank of Brazil
("Bacenlt). The minimum capital for a multiservice bank varies according to the activities to
be conducted.

The loans of a commercial bank are limited to fifteen times the bank's adjusted net

worth. Adjusted net worth is defined as net worth plus credit accounts minus debit accounts.

In Brazil, commercial banks are not generally allowed to hold equity of industrial companies, unless they are companies which produce products utilzed by the bank. A commercial
bank may hold the shares of a securities firm and of a single insurance company.
Foreign ownership of Brazilan banks is limited to 30 percent of voting capital and

50 percent of the total capital. The Brazilan Federal Constitution (article 192, II) provides

that foreign equity investments in financial institutions are to be regulated by legislation.
Because Article 192, II of the Constitution has not yet been fully implemented, the establishment of new offices of foreign financial institutions as well as the increase of foreign participation in the capital of financial institutions principally located in Brazil are currently

forbidden.

Options and futures activities may be carried out through entities duly accredited with
the futures exchanges. Securities dealers and brokerage companies are subject to minimum
capital requirements in BraziL.
Insider trading is ilegal in BraziL. The principal role of the Brazilan Securi ties and

Exchange Commision (Comissao de Valores Mobilarios - CVM) is to discipline and regulate
the capital market and its structure is similar to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. Fundamental objectives of Brazilan securities legislation include full disclosure of information to the investing public and the protection of investors against fraud and other practices capable of eroding public confidence and, consequently, the strength of capital markets.
,
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IV. CANADA

Several years ago, the Canadian government announced that it intended to implement
legislation to eliminate the traditional segregation of the Canadian financial industry into
Itfour pilarslt (banks, trust companies, insurance companies, and securities firms). During the
late 1980'S, a number of policy papers were issued by the federal government which set out
various models for restructuring the Canadian financial system. In general, it was proposed to
reduce costs by removing the artificial barriers to competition in the Canadian financial system in order to promote greater efficiency, and improve the service to the consumer.

The overall thrust of the financial reform proposed by the federal government is to

remove the regulatory barriers between the various four pilars by allowing common owner-

ship of firms within each pilar. Essentially, financial institutions wil be permitted to establish whOlly-owned subsidiaries to engage in the business undertaken by a financial institution
in one of the other pilars. In general, for regulatory and constitutional reasons, separate

institutions wil be established to conduct business in each financial pilar, since some types of
financial services are regulated purely by the federal government (gg., banks), some are regulated by both the federal and provincial governments (gg., trust and insurance companies),
and some are regulated wholly by the provinces (M., securities firms). In addition, there wil
be a limited expansion of certain Itin-house" powers.

On June 30, 1987, the Bank Act was amended to permit Canadian banks to acquire and
hold, directly or indirectly, subject to the prior approval of the Minister of Finance, more than
10 percent of any class of shares of a Canadian corporation engaged in the securities business,
including (i underwriting and dealing in corporate debt and equity, and (ii) providing investment advisory and portfolio management services. Since 1987, control of most of the major

Canadian securities firms has been purchased by the major Canadian banks.

Until recently, further implementation of the proposed reforms had been delayed. During May and June of 1991, however, the federal government introduced legislation in Parliament to implement the remainder of their restructuring proposals. These bils wil substantially revise the Bank Act, Trust and Loan Companies Act and Insurance Act. The bils have
begun moving through the legislative process and should become law by the end of 1991, or the
beginning of 1992.

Once the various bils become law, financial institutions wil be able to diversify into
new financial businesses through separate subsidiaries. The new legislation wil (i) permit
institutions without trust powers, such as banks, to own trust companies; (ii) permit institutions without insurance underwriting powers, such as banks and trust companies, to own insurance companies (although there wil be restrictions on the ability of banks and trust companies

to retail insurance through their branch network); (ii) permit institutions without

deposit-taking powers, such as life insurance companies, to explicitly own trust companies;

and (iv) permit widely-held institutions, such as mutual insurance companies, to own
Schedule
II banks. '
,

The federal government also intends to extend the Itin-house" powers of the various

financial institutions. For example, trust and insurance companies wil be given full consumer
lending powers, subject to certain restrictions based on the capital base of the company.

Banks wil be permitted to offer investment advice and portfolio management. In addition,
the various financial institutions wil be able to invest, without limit, in the following types of
corporations: (i) a factoring corporation - a company that buys accounts receivable from an
entity and collects amounts owed; (ii) a financial leasing corporation, excluding car leasing;
(iii an information services corporation - a company that has broad powers in the information
IBF 1991
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management and data processing fields, reflecting the fact that information technology is
becoming more significant in the evolution of the financial services sector; (iv) an investment
counseling and portfolio management corporation; (v) a mutual fund distribution corporation;
(vi) a real property brokerage corporation - a company that acts as an agent for vendors and
purchasers of real estate, and provides consultng or appraisal services; (vii a real property
corporation - a corporation that holds and deals with real property; (viii) a service corporation
- a corporation that generally provides administrative and other services to the financial

institution; (ix) an ancilary business corporation; ex) a financial holding corporation; (xi) a
specialized financing corporation - a company that would, subject to size and exposure regulations, provide "merchant banking" type services, through medium-term investments in Canadian corporations and financing and advisory services to Canadian corporations, both in a

more flexible manner than currently provided under the venture capital provision of the Bank
Act; and (xii) a corporation that engages in more than one of the businesses noted above.
A t present, the government stil intends to require foreign banks wishing to do banking

business in Canada to establish a Schedule II bank subsidiary. However, the Schedule II banks
in Canada wil be able to enjoy the same expansion of powers as the domestic banks. In addition, non-resident widely-held regulated financial institutions that are not "banks", such as life
insurance companies and securities dealers, wil be allowed to establish a bank subsidiary in
Canada.

As a result of the lobbying efforts of the foreign bank community in Canada, the federal government has also decided to remove some of the administrative burdens on the foreign
bank subsidiaries. For example, Schedule II banks wil be permitted to choose a financial year-

end of either October 31 or December 31, and most of them wil no longer be required to have
two auditors. The federal bank regulator wil also be permitted to issue an exemption order
allowing banks to process information and data outside Canada.

As well as introducing legislation to restructure the financial system in Canada, the
Canadian government has continued to take action against money laundering by passing, in the

House of Commons, a bil which wil require all financial institutions and Itprofessionals" (~.,
lawyers, accountants, etc.) to maintain records of financial transactions. Implementation of
this measure should assist law enforcement agencies in pursuing an audit trail of transactions.
V. COLOMBIA

Law 45 of 1990, also known as the Financial Reform Law, has recently introduced
important changes in banking and finance regulations in Colombia which wil internationalize

the competitiveness of the financial sector. The new law wil permit banks and
other credit establishments to engage in new financial activities through affilates, which
and enhance.

must be at least 51 percent owned by the bank. For example, banks, finance corporations and

commercial finance companies are now permitted to invest in trust companies, pension and
severance payment fund administration corporations, bonded warehouses, leasing companies
and stockbrokers. Building societies may also invest in trust companies and pension and severance benefit fund administration corporations. Credit establishments and their subsidiaries
are also authorized to invest in technical and administrative service companies whose exclusive corporate purpose is that of carrying out activities complementary to the corporate purpose of the credit establishments.
The Financial Reform Law contains a number of restrictions on investment in subsidiaries. First, the total investment which the parent institution may' make, whether in subsid-

iaries under the law or in any other type of entity with sufficient capItal to make investments,
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may not exceed the capital and reserve of the parent. Second, the participation of the parent

in the capital of the subsidiary shall not be less than 51 percent of the shares.
Colombian law also authorizes the creation of new finance institutions, as well as the
conversion, merging, acquisition and transfer of assets, liabilities and contracts. The law sets

minimum capitai for the establishment of new financial entities, such as banks, finance corporations, building societies, and insurance and commercial finance companies. Banks and other

financial institutions have been subject to capital adequacy ratios (ratio between
risk-weighted asets and net worth) since 1989. In this regard, Colombia's financial institu-

tions regulator, the Monetary Board, has been modifying the treatment of net worth requirements for these financial intermediaries to conform to the Basle Accord on riSk-based capital.

Foreign investment in the financial sector is permitted, without limitation on share
participation. Some restrictions on active operations carried out by the different types of
intermediaries have been eliminated, in particular those relating to terms and interest rates.
Contracts and agreements restricting competition or permitting unfair competition are
prohibited.

Banks are also permitted to make direct investments in other kinds of financial institutions, such as finance corporations and building societies up to 10 percent of the bank's capi-

tal. As noted above, under the new organizational scheme established in the Financial Reform
Law, banks are also authorized to invest in subsidiaries and technical and administrative service companies. Banks are not permitted to invest directly in insurance companies. However,

the law permits insurance companies to have share participation in the capital of banks.

Unlike banks, finance corporations are authorized to make investments in certain sectors or
economic activities, such as companies involved in manufacturing, agriculture and livestock,
mining, and hotels as well as insurance. Banks can also make such investments indirectly

through finance corporation subsidiaries.
Over the last two years, more technical methods for evaluation of bank credit portfo-

lios have been established. In addition, regulations covering diversification of credit portfolios
and individual and global credit quotas have been issued.
Colombian law does not allow banks to act as direct intermediaries in the stock market.

However, the Finance Reform Law mentioned above permits indirect bank participation in
the stock market through capital investments in stock exchange brokers. Recent mOdifica-

tions introduced by Law 27 of 1990 cover the structure and functions of stock exchanges and

brokers. Among the innovative aspects of this law are the provisions relating to the Central

Securities Deposit, the main functions of which are the safekeeping and electronic clearing
operation of securities. The law also introduced into the securities market a new financial

instrument, the Preferential Dividend Share, which is stock without voting rights.

Finally, the Financial Reform Law also imposes new civil ana administrative penalties
on insider trading abuses resulting from the use of privileged data or information.
VI. DENMARK

In May 1990 the Danish Parliament adopted a number of amendments to the Danish
Commercial Banks and Savings Banks Act aimed at implementing the EC's Second Banking

Directive and the directives concerning solvency, own funds, annual accounts and consolidated
accounts. The amendments became effective on January 1, 1991.
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The Act stipulates two solvency ratios. One solvency requirement stipulates that the
liabilty capital of a bank (i.e~, own funds) shall amount to not less than eight percent of its
weigh ted assets and off -balance sheet items. If subordinated loan capital is included in the

solvency ratio calculations, the other solvency requirement states that this ratio must be not
less than ten percen t.

The eight percent solvency ratio wil not take effect until 1995. In the transitional

period, the current solvency ratio is subject to a gradual adjustment from ten percent in 1991
to eight percent in 1995.

The concept of liabilty capital is, however, more restrictive than called for by the EC
Directive. For instance, subordinated debt is not included in liabilty capitaL. In addition, in
accordance with the Second Banking Directive, the Act contains amended or new provisions
concerning minimum capital, capital placements, suitabilty of shareholders, the establishment of a bank and the acquisition of qualifying holdings.

Loans and guarantee commitments to one borrower must not exceed 35 percent of the
original capitai of a bank and revaluation reserves. On the unanimous recommendation of the
board of management and subject to reporting to the Supervision Service, this limit may be
increased to 50 percent.

Securities activities are part of the permissible banking business in Denmark. However,
only brokerage companies and Danmarks Nationalbank may trade on the Copenhagen Stock

Exchange.

Banks are entitled to participate in the sale of insurance policies but may not engage
directly in other insurance business. However, since January 1, 1991, banks have been entitled

to engage in insurance activities through insurance subsidiaries. Likewise, as of January 1,

1991, banks are permitted to engage in mortgage credit activities through subsidiaries.
Banks may not own shares of or make loans against shares in anyone company in an

amount exceeding 15 percent of the liabilty capital of the bank. Moreover, a bank may not
hold a permanent controllng participation in any industrial or commercial company.
As of January 1, 1991, EC banks are, according to the Second Banking Directive, free to
supply cross-border services and to establish branches in Denmark without the authorization
of the Supervision Service and on the basis of home country controL. There is no capital
requirement for the branches in Denmark.
Denmark imposes no restrictions on the establishment of branches in Denmark of banks

authorized in third countries, but an authorization of the branch and a minimum amount of

endowment capital are stil required, unless the Supervision Service makes exemptions. The
Supervision Service has issued an order concerning the establishment of branches of banks

from third countries. .

In securities developments, Denmark has been working toward implementation of the
recommendations of the Group of 30 concerning clearing and settlement of securities transactions. As noted above, banks are not permitted to engage directly in Stock Exchange activi-

ties, but may engage in brokerage activities through subsidiaries. Brokerage companies are

subject to minimum capital requiremen ts.
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This year the Danish insider trading law has been revised in accordance with EC regulations. Also, stock exchange listing and disclosure requirements have been conformed to the
EC regulations.

The Danish derivatives market - the FUTOP market - is evolving as turnover in the
most important contracts on the government bond and the Copenhagen stock index (the

"KFX") is increasing rapidly. Regulations governing Danish institutional investors' investment
in futures and options are in place. This summer, a tax regulation easing the private sector's

use of futures and options has been passed by Parliament, thus removing a major obstacle to
the development of the Danish derivatives market.
VI. EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
Following the successful adoption in 1989 of the three key directives for the single

market in banking services (Second Banking, Own Funds, and Solvency Ratio Directives), the
EC turned its attention to the complex and difficult task of devising equivalent legislation for
the single market in investment services. In addition, the EC continued to address consoli-

dated supervision of banking groups and questions of controllng large exposures of banks and
insurance of bank deposi ts.

A revised Investment Services Directive was proposed by the EC Commission in Febru-

ary 1990 which reflected comments received from Parliament and from the Economic and
Social Committee. Concerns were raised by the Banking Federation of the European Community (the ItFederationlt) that credit institutions should themselves have a choice between the
option of direct membership on stock exchanges and other securities markets and the option
of indirect membership by a subsidiary. In spite of intensive activity in the EC Council of
Ministers during December 1990, it remained apparent at the end of the year that a number of

fundamental differences of view among Member States made it unlikely that an early common
position on the Directive would be reached. The most serious differences related to the abilty

of host Member States to insist that trading in securities, including by investment firms from
other states trading under a single license, should be restricted to Itorganized" markets.

In September 1990, the Federation commented to the Council Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee on the Commission's Capital Adequacy Directive. The Federa-

tion called attention to the vital need to ensure that international regulations are harmonized
to the greatest extent possible, and consequently that the Commission's work be closely coor-

dinated with that being carried out in Basle under the auspices of the Committee on Banking
Supervision.

The Commission released a revised proposal on September 14, 1990 for a 13th Council
Directive on Company Law concerning takeover and other general bids. The principal aim of

the revision, as well as improving definition and scope, was to introduce several principles
which would be recognized as determining the practice of Members States and, subject to
those principles, to increase the flexibility of national supervisory authorities to allow exemptions from the detailed rules laid down in the proposed Directive. The Federation filed comments with the Council expressing the belief that the proposed Directive is stil too detailed
to be practical at this stage given the variety of laws, practices and structures in the various
Member States.

In other actions related to banking regulation, the Commisston adopted on October 3,
1990 a proposal for a Council Directive on the supervision of credit institutions on a consolidated basis. Some Federation members voiced deep concern at the scope of optional exclusion
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of subsidiaries of banks which are investment firms from the consolidated supervision of bank-

ing groups. Such an option would favor banks trading in securities through unconsolidated
subsidiaries, to the detriment of universal banks which conduct such activities "in house," and

of any banks whose securities subsidiaries are not permitted by their authorities to escape

supervision on a consolidated basis. The Commission responded to this comment by inserting a

clause in the proposal allowing credit institutions, with the agreement of the competent

authorities, to exclude their securities trading book from consolidation, as long as the trading
book is subject to particular supervision rules. The Federation plans to comment further on
the revised proposaL.

The Commision published a first revision of a draft Directive on monitoring and controllng large exposures of credit institutions in July 1990. The draft reflects the recommendations of the Basle Committee on Banking Supervision, in particular (i exclusion of claims on
central governments and claims of less than one year on the interbank market; and

(ii) reduction of the limit applicable to a large exposure from 40 percent to ~5 percent of a

bank's own funds. In several EC countries, particularly those where the industrial base is com-

posed of large public or private conglomerates, it would be very difficult for banks to attain a
rate as low as 25 percent.

The Commission has revived the 1986 plan for harmonization of deposit guarantee
schemes. The Federation has conducted a detailed study of the various deposit guarantee

schemes in major countries and is actively working on the elaboration of a position which wil
be addressed to the Commission in 1991, before any proposal for a Directive is made.

Affilations between banks, and between banks and insurance companies, have been
observed during the past year. It is a little early to forecast whether this is to become an
increasing trend in the wake of the single market legislation and an end to segmentation of
financial markets generally. It is interesting to note that mergers between banks have been
particularly noticeable in smaller countries or smaller financial markets, which indicates that
such moves could well be defensive in the face of competition from large banks from the

larger countries once the single market is established.
VI. FINLAND

Finland continued to develop financial legislation and to reduce external barriers in
anticipation of the integration of the European financial services market. Banking legislation
was revised to meet emerging international standards and the Bank of Finland abolished most

of the remaining restrictions on capital movement. Legislation concerning both foreign own-

ership and the formation of financial conglomerates is currently under review.
New banking legislation became effective at the beginning of 1991. The focus of the

reform is a law (the Deposit Bank Act) governing the activities ,of all deposit banks. This law

includes rules on bank licensing, business activities, liquidity and capital adequacy. It provides
for significant changes to deposit bank regulation and eliminates inconsistencies in the provisions of the different banking laws previously in force. The law accords all deposit banks, Le.,
commercial banks, savings banks and cooperative banks, uniform legal rights to practice banking. The most important and far-reaChing change in the deposit banking legislation as compared with previous law concerns capital adequacy requirements, which have been completely

revised to correspond to the recommendations of the Bank for International Settlements and
the EC banking directives.
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Besides the law covering the activities of all deposit banks, a separate law applies to
each category of deposit bank: the Commercial Bank Act, the Savings Bank Act, the Cooperative Bank Act and the Postipankki Ltd. Act. These laws regulate bank establishment, adminis-

tration, acquisition of capital by local banks, mergers and termination of activities as well as
the liabilty to pay damages. The most significant changes are in the Savings Bank Act and

the Cooperative Bank Act and concern new forms of equity capital for these banks, called
original funds and investment share capitaL.
The access of foreign banks to the Finnish market was further faciltated in the begin-

ning of 1991 by an amendment to the law concerning foreigners' rights to own shares in Finnish banks. In addition to subsidiaries, which have been allowed since 1982, foreign banks can
now establish branches in Finland.

ix. FRANCE

Important modifications were made in the regulation of banking in France during this

period including revisions to French law to incorporate the directives being issued by the EC,
development of new prudential regulations, and issuance of new rules to regulate securities
markets.
Among the steps France is taking to harmonize its regulations with those of the EC is a
law implementing the ItOwn Funds" Directive. Among other requirements, this law requires
banks to create a fund to cover specific banking risks. In February 1991 France adopted

requirements to implement the EC's Solvency Ratio Directive. The first calculations under
the ratio are being made on the basis of December 31, 1990 data. By December 1992, banks

wil be required to achieve a minimum ratio of eight percent.

France's rules permitting banks to acquire participations in equity of other companies
are also being modified to conform to Article 12 of the Second Banking Directive. The limits
for each participation are being raised from five percent to 15 percent of the capital of the

bank. The aggregate limit for the total of all such participations is being raised from 50 percent to 60 percent of the bank's capital. France has also adopted rules to anticipate the EC's

directive concerning large risks. In addition, three laws were adopted at the beginning of 1991
to implement EC accounting directives regarding publication of annual accounts for individual
companies, consolidation of accounts for a group of companies and publication of quarterly
and semi-annual data.

France also adopted several other changes to the regulation of financial institutions.
Financial institutions are now required to set up internal control systems to verify compliance
with legal and regulatory requirements, professional norms and codes of conduct as well as
management decisions and to oversee the quality of accounting and financial information.
Another rule requires financial institutions to establish internal control systems to assess and
limit credit exposure and interbank funding risk. France is also conforming the accounting for

swaps more closely to the practice of major international banks. Another new law details
accounting rules for securities transfers, securities loans and repurchase transactions in three
categories: trading in securities that financial institutions expect to sell within six months;
long-term trading in securities that institutions expect to hold longer than six months but to

sell prior to maturity; and investment securities which financial institutions anticipate holding
un til ma turity .

Another regulation requires that the French banking authorities are to be informed of

changes in the ownership of financial institutions. For example, the' regulatory authorities
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can request disclosure of the identity of any person holding between .5 percent and 5 percent
of the voting rights of a financial institution. They can also ask for financial information

from the ten largest shareholders owning between .5 percent and 10 percent of the share capital of any financial institution. To assist in the monitoring of bad credits, France has also

created a national register of individual loan defaults. The Banque de France has also recently
amended its "mandatory liquid assets" requirements to make a certain percentage of notes and
coins eligible.
In the French securities markets, the last year was a period of transition. It is now

compulsory for financial institutions to establish internal rules establishing conditions under
which employees may conduct personal account dealings on the stock exchange, under which
they must subsequently inform their employers of such dealings and requiring employees to
avoid the unauthorized circulation of confidential information. The Association Francaise des
Banques has prepared and published a document that is used by banks as a model for their
codes of professional conduct and internal rules.
The MA TIF futures market has continued to develop. Nearly 28.6 millon contracts
were traded on the market in 1990. In October 1990, the ECU futures contract was launched

and has been successfuL. The CAC 40 Index Futures contract has also become very important
in trading on the futures exchange. Steps are also being taken to change the regulatory

framework for the French bond market to meet increased pressure from competition from
foreign stock exchanges.

In developments relating to securities settlements, the RELIT system began operations

in 1990. RELIT's fully automated settlement system based on the payment against delivery
concept for securities is the result of numerous studies carried out since 1986.

France is continuing to review other changes to its financial system. A committee has
been established to study the subjects of (i) whether to modify the current segmentation of
activities by different types of institutions to introduce a stockbroking segmentation into
three functions consisting of trading, baCk-Office executions, and custody of securities, each

of which would be subject to different minimum capital requirements, (ii how to increase the
competitiveness of the functioning of marketplace systems and (Hi) the cost analysis of securities transactions and collection of orders. In addition, the committee is examining the poten-

tial impact of the EC Directive on investment securities and how to promote the role of Paris
as the major continental financial center.
x. GERMANY
Since the treaty on monetary, economic and social union between East and West Ger-

many came into force on July 1, 1990, a wide network of banks has been established throughout the five new Lander. By the end of June 1991, private ba.nks from West Germany had

opened more than 500 branches and/or subsidiaries and another 24 representative offices in
the east. Foreign banks are likewise welcomed there on the same conditions, though, up to

now, only a few have taken advantage of this opportunity.

Despi te the enormous financial challenges resulting from German reunification, the
Federal Republic has taken further important steps to enhance the international attractiveness of its financial markets and to prepare for the completion of the Single Market in 1992.
Germany's futures and options exchange, the Deutsche Terminboerse (ltDTB"), which opened in

January 1990 with trading in stock option contracts, extended its business to trading in futures
on German government bonds ("Bond-Futures") and futures on the German Stock Index (ltDAXIBF 1991
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Futures") as of late November 1990, in order to meet the growing needs of national and international investors.

Furthermore, the position of Frankfurt as an international financial center has been
enhanced through the elimination of the stock exchange turnover tax as of January 1, 1991.
As of the same date, the requirement of prior governmental approval for issuing domestic

bonds has been lifted. This action has been accompanied by the enactment of the Securities
Prospectus Act, which implements the EC Council Directive concerning the prospectus
requirements for the public offering of securities. It has also been decided gradually to adopt
the international iso securities code numbers.
On October 1, 1990, the new "Principles Concerning the Capital and Liquidity of Banks"
announced by the Federal Banking Supervisory Office went into effect. Principle I of these

capital guidelines addresses, in addition to risks resulting from loans and participations, the
counter-party risk inherent in certain financial innovations such as futures, options and swaps.
Principle Ia extends the limitation of market risks resulting from foreign exchange and precious metal transactions to interest rate and other price risks arising from certain new financial instruments.
The Federal Republic is also in the process of implementing the EC's Own Funds Direc-

tive and Second Banking Directive. As a result, beginning in January 1993, banks from other
EC countries wil be allowed to operate branches in Germany on the strength of the banking
license granted by their home countries. By then, they wil no longer be required to provide
these branches with additional endowment capital. The same wil hold true for branches of
non-EC banks' subsidiaries operating in any EC country. Moreover, the Ministry of Finance
has declared that direct branches of banks from third countries wil be treated like branches
of EC banks, provided that these are subject to equivalent supervisory measures -- in accordance with the Basle agreement of 1988 -- in their home countries. This means, in particular,
that endowment capital wil no longer be required.

On January 1, 1991, a new consumer protection law implementing the respective EC
Council directives came into force. By requiring that bank customers be given comprehensive

information on the conditions for loans and the right to withdraw from loan agreements

within a period of one week, this law ensures a high degree of transparency and customer pro-

tection. Furthermore, an ombudsman scheme wil be introduced in order to settle possible

disputes between banks and their customers without recourse to expensive lawsuits.

Following the 1988 UN Convention Against Ilicit Drug Trafficking and to implement
the respective EC directive, the legislative authorities are preparing laws to combat money
laundering. These focus on making money laundering a criminal offense and entail, inter alia,
additional obligations for banks to identify customers and to cooperate fully with the appropriate authorities.

XI. HONG KONG

During the second half of 1990 and the first half of 1991, the Hong Kong banking and
securities industries have undergone several important regulatory changes. Further legiSlative
efforts have been made to tighten prudential supervision of banks, restricted licensed banks
and deposit-taking companies (collectively, the I1financial institutions") by the Commissioner

of Banking (the "Commissioner"). New section 61 of the Banking Ordinance (Cap. 155) clears
the way for an auditor (or a former auditor) of a financial institution to communicate in good
faith directly to the Commissioner any information or opinion which is relevant to any
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function of the Commisioner under the Banking Ordinance. In practice, the disclosure wil be
limited by guidelines isued by the Commissioner in consultation with the banking industry and
the accounting profession.

The Banking Amendment (No.2) Bil 1991 was proposed in April 1991. The most important proposed amendments include provisions empowering the Commission to object, on certain specified grounds, to persons becoming or remaining controllers of financial institutions
incorporated in Hong Kong. If the objection is not complied with, the Commission may prohibit a transfer of control.

The Bil also includes substantial amendments to Part XV of the Banking Ordinance
which deals with limitations on loans by and other interests of financial institutions. The

principal amendments include the restriction of Part XV's application to financial institutions
incorporated in Hong Kong only, while those incorporated outside Hong Kong wil not be subject to this Part (except for certain specified provisions). In particular, the provisions dealing

with financial exposure of financial institutions (S.81) and advances to directors of financial
institutions (S.83) wil not be applicable to financial institutions incorporated outside Hong
Kong.

A new basis wil be adopted for defining the limits beyond which a financial institution

is prohibited from making various advances, acquiring share capital or holding interests in

land; the limits wil be calculated by reference to a percentage of the institution's "capital
base" instead of its "paid-up capital and reserves.It The "capital baselt of an institution is
determined in accordance with the formula set out in the Ordinance. A new Section 81 containing substantially revised provisions applicable to advances by a financial institution to a

single borrower or group has also been introduced.
In addition, the Bil permits advertisements for the placing of deposits outside Hong

Kong if the advertisements satisfy certain requirements set out in the Ordinance. These

include the insertion of a prominent warning in the advertisement that the person with whom
the deposits are to be made is not subject to the supervision of the Commissioner of Banking
and the provision of prescribed details of the deposit-taker and the deposits invited to be
made.
The Law Amendment And Reform (Consolidation) (Amendment) Ordinance 1991, effective June 14, 1991, has reversed the effect of an English court decision retrospectively and

confirmed that bankers may engage in the common banking practice of securing a loan by
taking a charge over a cash deposi t placed wi th the bank by a borrower.

In the area of securities-related legislation, the Government has announced its intention to implement the Securities (Disclosure of Interests) Ordinance, which was enacted in
1988, on August 1, 1991. The Ordinance imposes certain disclosure requirements in relation to
substantial shareholdings (Part II and shares and debentures held by directors and chief executives (Part II). Under Part II, whenever any person acquires or ceases to have an interest in
10 percent or more of the issued share capital of a listed company incorporated in Hong Kong,

he is also required to report to the Stock Exchange and to the listed company concerned. The
disclosure requirement, however, does not apply to the beneficiary of a discretionary trust.

Discussions are ongoing as to whether and how this exemption may be refined.
Another important piece of securities-related legislation, the Securities (Insider Dealing) Ordinance, which was enacted in July 1990, is also expected to be implemented on
August 1, 1991. An Insider Dealing Tribunal wil be established under the Ordinance to con-

duct inquiries into insider dealing of listed securities. The Tribunal is empowered to prohibit
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any person found to be an insider dealer from being a director or taking part in the management of a listed company and other specified companies for a specified period. The Tribunal
may also order the payment of all profits gained or losses avoided as a result of insider dealing
to the Government together with a penalty of up to three times the amount of such gains or
losses.

Supervision over the insurance industry has also been tightened with the implementation in June 1990 of the Insurance Companies (Amendment) Ordinance 1990. The principal
changes relate to the supervision over controllers of insurers. A Itcontroller" is defined as the
chief executive or a person who (together with his associates and nominees) owns 15 percent
or more of the voting shares in an insurer. The amended Ordinance requires prior notification
to the Insurance Authority of any person who is to be appointed as a controller; the Authority

may object to the appointment within three months of the notification and has power to
impose a freeze order over the shares held by an unapproved controller in breach of the
Ordinance.

XII. ITALY

During this period, Italy took important steps to modernize and internationalize its

financial markets. In July 1990, Parliament passed important legislation mandating the corporate reorganization of Italy's publiCly-owned banks. The rationale for the law is the need to

adapt the banking system to the changes that wil take place as a result of integration of

European credit and financial markets. The legislation, which includes tax measures, allows
publicly-owned banks and state-owned credit institutions to change their corporate structure

and legal form, reorganizing as privately-owned, limited companies. Among other advantages,
the change should facilitate the raising of capital, both in Italy and abroad.
In October, the Italian Parliament approved a landmark antitrust law to guarantee com-

petition and safeguard the workings of the market. The legislation, in addition to setting controls on mergers, bans agreements in restraint of trade and competition and the abuse of dominant market positions. A controversial aspect of the legislation was the provision that essentially forbids the assumption of control of a credit institution by any enterprise not engaged
exclusively in credit and financial business. In practice, this retains Italy's traditional separation between banking and commerce.

In January 1991 further legislation was passed governing, among other things, equity
participations both by and in insurance companies. In the latter respect, which is of direct
interest to the banks, the law provides that in the acquisition of any direct or indirect stake of

over two percent (including shares already held) in an insurance company, notification must be
given to the insurance company itself and to the insurance supervisory agency (Isv AP) within

ten days; notification is also compulsory, regardless of the threshold, when any equity acquisition confers control. The legislation also requires prior authortzation by ISV AP for the

direct or indirect acquisition of an equity participation conferring control of an insurance
company or the parent company of an insurance company.

The Bank of Italy has implemented a decree issued by the Minister of the Treasury to
alter territorial provisions governing banks. Essentially, the new regulations have abolished

the supervisory principle known as Itterritory of operations,It Le., the geographical limits to
lending by individual banks. With respect to special credit institutions and the special credit

sections of ordinary commercial banks, the implementing decrees of the law for the corporate
reorganization of the publicly-owned banks provide that banking corporations resulting from
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such reorganization and engaged in medium- and long-term fundraising shall be exempt from
the laws that imposed geographical restrictions on the operations of the original institutions.

In October 1990, by decree of the Minister of the Treasury, changes in the compulsory
reserve regulations went into effect. The key innovation is the provision allowing banks to
mobilze up to five percent of their compulsory reserve deposits, provided that they simply

meet the reserve requirement on average for the reserve month and never fall below the min-

imum. In May 1991, the Treasury eliminated the compulsory reserve requirement against
banks' net foreign currency fundraising, while residents' foreign currency bank deposits were
subjected to the reserve requirement.

A law dated January 2, 1991 fundamentally reorganized the Italian stock market, instituting securities investment firms (societal di intermediazione mobilare or SIM) authorized to
trade on the stock exchanges both on their own and on customers' behalf as well as to perform

other kinds of intermediation. The law allows banks to carryon all the types of business contemplated with the exception of trading in listed securities, either on their own or for customers' accounts.
Regulations of the Bank of Italy and the Stock Exchange Commission ("CONSOB")

implementing the reorganization are stil in preparation. The law entrusts the central bank

with supervisory responsibility for the intermediaries' capital adequacy; the Stock Exchange

Commission is charged with guaranteeing transparency and the correctness of transactions.

Capital requirements for securities investment firms wil be set in a special regulation.
In February 1991, the Stock Exchange Commission modified provisions allowing for the
listing of foreign issuers, principally by altering the prospectus and information requirements,
which the agency views as among the key listing conditions. The EC has recently issued a
directive prohibiting persons whose professional duties give them access to confidential informa tion from buying or sellng listed securities, either directly or through a third party, on the

basis of that information. In Italy a bil on insider trading, based in part on the EC Directive,
was approved by the Parliament in May 1991.

The law reorganizing the securities markets also empowers the Minister of the Treasury

to institute, at his initiative, futures and options markets on government securities. For the
other derivative financial products, the law empowers the Stock Exchange Commission to
supervise the markets, including the determination of trading procedures. In addition, the

creation of a market for futures and options on government securities is at an advanced stage

of study.
There has been an enormous, steady increase in trading on Italy's two computerized,

screen-based financial markets in government securities and interbank deposits. Looking to
the future, the stock market reform law contemplates further innovations, including the insti-

tution of screen-based markets for shares, both nationwide ançllocally, and the creation of
special markets for wholesale trading in listed securities.
Xil. JAPAN

Japan during this period focused on fundamental reforms to liberalize and modernize its
financial regulatory system. On June 26, 1990 the Second Financial System Committee of the
Financial System Research Council finalized its second interim report entitled liOn a New
Japanese Financial System.It This report was the outcome of a study on viable new financial
systems following submission of the Committee's first interim report in May 1989. The second
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report focused in greater detail on two possible configurations for financial institutions entering into other financial service sectors: the separate subsidiaries approa.ch, and the

multifunctional subsidiary approach, both of which were among the five approaches taken up
in the first interim report. Citing the priorities of fair competition and the prevention of
marketplace disruption, the report concluded that the separate subsidiaries formula deserves

further study as the optimal approach for commercial banks, long-term credit banks, and trust
banks planning to diversify into each other's markets. The report also suggested further study

into establishing proper firewalls between banking and securities businesses of individual
institutions.
In June 1991, the Financial Systems Research Council formally recommended that

banks and securities firms be permitted to establish subsidiaries to engage in each others' business. The Ministry of Finance ("MOF") wil review the recommendations before they are

introduced as legislation.
These mutual entries would effectively lower the barriers among Japan's ordinary (commercial) banking, long-term credit banking, trust business and securities firms. According to
the report, introduction of more than three-year time deposits to ordinary banks would be

permitted, and the diversification of debentures as well as introduction of floating interest

rate deposits would be allowed. Other revisions would allow trust banks to offer money trusts
with yields tied to the underlying investments or trusts with less than one-year maturity,
while securities firms would be permitted to offer improved "chukokult funds that invest in

short and medium-term bonds.

The MOF revised as of July 30, 1990 its directives on the control of foreign exchange
transactions. Corporations, in addition to individuals, can now open overseas deposit accounts
and the ceilng for deposits that can be placed without approval by the Bank of Japan was

lifted from the equivalent of 5 milion yen to 30 milion yen. In addition, depositors are permitted by applying to the Bank of Japan to raise their deposit ceilng from the equivalent of

30 milion yen to 100 milion yen. Account holders can now use their overseas deposits to settle accounts.
On October 31, 1990, the MOF licensed two non-Japanese investment trust companies
and in November licensed another non-Japanese company to manage investment trusts in
Japan. Previously, in December 1989, the MOF made preparations for such participation by

establishing criteria for new entry into the investment trust management business. In
response, four foreign investment trust companies have applied.

On November 5, 1990, private financial institutions started dealing in a new type of
small money market certificate which allows depositors to set maturity anywhere from three
months up to three years. Denominations fall into two categories: 500,000 yen to under

3 milion yen, and 3 milion yen and over. The interest-rate cap for each deposit term is
linked to prevailng interest rates on large time deposits. Interest r:ates wil be revised twice
monthly. The introduction of the latest instrument is another step toward full interest rate
deregulation on small time deposits.

During 1990, several Japanese banks announced plans to merge and, for the first time,
on April 1, 1991, a regional bank and a member bank of the Second Association of Regional
Banks completed a merger.
On November 19, 1990, the Tokyo Stock Exchange granted membership to an additional

10 firms (three of which are foreign securities firms). This latest action was taken in accor- .
dance with the decision made by the Board of Governors of the Tokýo Stock Exchange on
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.December 19, 1989. This was the third time the Exchange had expanded membership. As a
result of the latest expansion, the Tokyo Stock Exchange now has 124 member firms, 25 of

which are foreign securities firms.

Amendments to the Securities and Exchange Law took effect in December 1990. The
amendments which revised takeover bid rules and introduced a new set of regulations referred
to as the "Five Percent Rule." In brief, the takeover bid rules require increased notification

and disclosure of takeover bids as well as set guidelines concerning the purchase of the target
company's shares. The Five Percent Rule requires public disclosure of beneficial share owner-

ship of over five percent in a public company.

Japan's stock exchanges started to require companies whose securities they list to disclose unrealized losses on securities when they amount to 10 percent of the book value of total

assets or to 30 percent of either pretax or net profits in the most recent year. The rule has
been applied to the business year ending March 1991 and thereafter. It is intended to give

investors an accurate picture of a company's financial condition.

During 1991, the MOF for the first time granted licenses for the establishment of Tokyo
branches of the banking subsidiaries of three foreign-based investment banks, Morgan Stanley,

Goldman Sachs and Salomon Brothers. The MOF is expected to permit foreign banks to own
brokerage subsidiaries and foreign securities firms to own banking subsidiaries in 1993, when
the Japan financial industry is deregulated. Presently, ownership of foreign parents in such

subsidiaries is limited to 50 percent.

On July 1991, MOF published its plan for interest rate liberalization as follows:
(1) minimum amount of a large time deposit (its interest rate is fully liberalized) wil be lowered to 3 milion yen as of November 5, 1991; (2) two types of demand deposits which bear

market-linked interest rates wil be introduced sometime around June 1992 (interest rates of
demand deposits are regulated at present); (3) minimum amount of small MNG (500,000 yen at

present) wil be abolished some time around June 1992; (4) efforts wil be made to complete
the interest rate liberalization of time deposits within approximately two years; and

(5) efforts wil be made to complete the interest rate liberalization of non-time deposits
(excluding a current account) within approximately three years.
XIV. LUXEMBOURG

1990 was an important year for Luxembourg in anticipation of the Single Market in

1992 and the globalization of financial markets. As of January 1, 1991, Luxembourg's principal

banking law concerning the supervision of certain professional activities of the financial sector and on stock exchanges became effective.

The first section of the law enlarges the prudential supervision powers of the Luxem-

bourg Monetary Institute to cover professional intermediaries of the financial sector other
than credit institutions. The second section of the law provides for the establishment of sev-

eral exchanges and the establishment of an Exchange Supervisory Commission (Commissariat

au Controle des Bourses) whose task wil be to supervise exchanges and organized markets of
securities and other financial instruments.
On December 28, 1990, a Grand-ducal regulation was promulgated requiring a stock
isuer to publish a prospectus for general information in case of a takeover bid or in case of
admission to the official

listing of the stock exchange.
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During 1990 legislative efforts were undertaken, in conformity with the draft EC
Directive on money laundering, to prevent the criminal use of the banking system for the purpose of money laundering.
XV. MEXICO

As part of Article 28 of the Mexican Constitutión, Mexican banks were nationalized in

1982. Nearly a decade later, Mexico has taken the steps necessary to return the eighteen
state-owned banks to the private sector. The Mexican Congress approved a constitutional

amendment to return the commercial banking system to private investors. Under the legislation a minimum of 70 percent of the shares must be held by Mexicans. Foreigners can hold up

to 30 percent of non-voting "C" shares.
Banks in Mexico are required to hold minimum capital according to a risk-based formula that is the same as the BIS formula. Multiple banking institutions, those banks offering
both commercial and investment banking services, may trade securities, including securities
not listed on the stock exchange. Such trades executed for the bank's own account must com-

ply with regulatory restrictions and are subject to the joint surveilance of the National Securities Commission and the National Banking Commission. Trades in securities in some cases
may be effected through a bank's financial subsidiaries.

Banks in Mexico may not at present conduct insurance activities. Banks also may not
affilate with commercial or industrial firms. Proposed legislation would permit formation of

financial groups in Mexico which would be required to organize as holding companies and to
own at least 51 percent of any financial subsidiary, including warehouses, financial leasing

companies, brokerage firms, money exchange offices, factoring institutions, multiple banking
institutions, finance companies, insurance companies and mutual fund managers.

In developments concerning the regulation of other financial companies, Mexico has
implemented regulations to encourage safety and soundness in the market. Mexican brokerage

firms are required to hold minimum fixed capitai in the amount of 24 billon pesos, with a
minimum overall capital of 80 bilion pesos. Mexican brokerage firms are permitted to: (i act

as dealers in the securities market; (ii) receive funds to execute transactions to be recorded in
accounts different from the brokerage firm's assets; (ii) provide investment advice;

(iv) extend credit for the purchase of securities; (v) execute transactions on their own behalf;
(vi) trade through Credit Institution offices; (vii) act as common representative of holders of
securities; (viii) manage pension and retirement funds; and (ix) carry out similar activities
authorized by the Ministry of the Treasury and Public Credit.
Improper use of nonpublic inside information in securities markets relating to the Mexi-

can Stock Exchange is ilegal, and sanctions, ranging from fines to imprisonment, are imposed,
even when no profi ts are earned.
Foreign brokerage firms are not permitted to operate in Mexico. Prime banks, the

most important and solvent in a given foreign country, are allowed to open branch offices,
provided that active and passive transactions executed by them are limited exclusively to residents outside of Mexico. Such branches must operate in accordance with the general rules
isued for that purpose by the Ministry of the Treasury and with the Bank of Mexico's related

provisions. Under legislation not yet in effect, foreigners may acquire up to 30 percent ownership interest in non-voting "C" series shares of brokerage firms.
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Mexico does not have a futures or options market. Brokerage firms as well as multiple
institutions, however, may receive commissions and order contracts with their clients
to trade in the international futures and options markets. Short sales may be made in hedging

banking

transactions. Mexican authorities are currently studying systems to regulate financial futures.

During the last few years, indexed instruments denominated in foreign currencies have
been incorporated into the securities market. Although these are paid in Mexican currency,
they offer investors an international rate of return~

XV. THE NETHERLANDS

Although Dutch financial markets are traditionally open and highly competitive, the

ongoing integration of the European financial market triggered a strategic repositioning process for banks and other financial institutions.

In line with developments abroad, an increased number of mergers occurred, with
bancassurance linkages gaining further popularity. The elimination of the most important

regulatory obstacles separating banks and insurance companies resulted in several mixed
mergers between banks and insurance companies or, in other cases, cooperative agreements
between banks and insurance companies.

In the area of prudential supervision, some major developments occurred. The EC
Directives on Own Funds and Solvency Ratios for Credit Institutions were implemented in the
national supervisory regulation. Implementation of the Second Banking Directive wil

leadthe
to
a fully revised law on the supervision of the credit system. The new law wil acknowledge

lead to the implementation of the basic harmonization of the supervisory regulation within the EC. The implementation of the Second Directive into Dutch law has also required revisions in the standard annual account system for the

principle of "home country control" and wil

banking industry.
In September 1990 the Central Bank and the Netherlands Bankers' Association agreed
on a framework for the monetary cash reserve arrangement for the coming three years. The

monetary cash reserve requirement is a more market-oriented approach of monetary policy.

Several Acts relating to securities regulatory isues have passed, or soon wil pass, Parliament. These include an act on supervision of investment institutions aimed at optimizing

the functioning of financial markets and the protection of the investors, in part through
requirements on management and on the publication of information. The proposed act on
supervision of securities trading regulates trading, public market places, the publication of
information on securities, and the profession of traders and investment-managers. The pro-

posed act on reporting of ownership in publicly listed companies requires the reporting and
publication of major shareholdings.

XV. NORWAY
Over the last year, the Norwegian government appointed a Commission on Banking

Legislation to consider legislation governing financial institutions and credit with a view
toward modernization, coordination and revision. Possible reform for financial institutions is

planned to be finalized by the end of 1991, on payment transmission by the end of 1992, and on
bank agreements by the end of 1993.
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Last autumn, the Ministry of Finance proposed a bil which would allow the establish-

ment of financial groups which would contain both banking and insurance subsidiaries. The
bil is supported by the Norwegian Bankers' Association, but reservations about the suggested

manda tory holding company model have been expressed.
General advance approval was given last year for Norwegian commercial and savings
banks to establish bank branches in Norway. Foreign banks may operate in Norway through

subsidiaries, and permission is conditioned on reciprocity. Further liberalization is expected
in connection with the EC negotiations.
Norwegian authorities during 1990 established a new set of definitions of own funds and

solvency ratios which are consistent with international standards, in particular with the EC
Directives. Norwegian banks and credit institutions are to meet these ratios by the end of
1992.

In November 1990, a draft version of stricter rules dealing with the misuse of confidential company information in the purchase and sale of securities was circulated by the Ministry
of Finance for comment. The draft rules increase the penalty for violation to allow for a fine
or imprisonment up to six years. The Ministry of Finance aims to submit a bil on insider trading to the Storting during 1991.

In 1988, a new Stock Exchange Bil was passed into law by the Storting. The legislation
contains authorization for the Ministry of Finance to issue supplementary provisions in the
form of regulations. A draft version of the detailed rules has now been issued, under which

disclosure requirements wil become very stringent.
In Norway dealing in options and futures is treated like dealing in securities. Implementation of new capital adequacy rules for brokerage and other businesses engaging in securities

trading (including dealing in options and futures) is being discussed.

Recently, foreign insurance companies were permitted to own life insurance companies
in Norway. At present, one life insurance company has been established by a foreign company, and one Norwegian life insurance company has been taken over by foreigners.

A major tax reform has been passed into law this year, but new rules concerning the
banks have not yet been suggested. Norway has tightened tax controls as part of the continuing effort to dismantle foreign exchange regulations and encourage free capital movement
across borders.

xvm. SINGAPORE
Singapore has an effective bank regulatory system as demonstrated by the fact that,

although there are 135 banks operating in the Republic, no bank failure has occurred to date.

While Singapore banks are among the most well-capitalized in the world, the regulatory
authorities in Singapore took further measures during this period to improve supervision and

strengthen prudential standards of financial institutions in the Republic.
The Monetary Authority of Singapore ("MASIt) announced in June 1991 that local banks
would be required to maintain a minimum capital adequacy ratio of 12 percent, based on core
capital of the bank (as opposed to the minimum 8 percent set by the Bank for International
Settlements). Banks failng to meet the new minimum capital adequacy standard wil be
required to comply with restrictions on their operations. In order to encourage banks to build
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up adequate reserves against unexpected losses, the Government announced in March 1991
that a tax deduction would be allowed on general provisions made by banks and merchant
banks of up to 2 percent of total

loans and investments.

In securities market developments, the Stock Exchange of Singapore (SES) raised the
financial requirements for its'members in November 1990. The minimum adjusted net capital
(Le., capital unimpaired by noncurrent and doubtful assets) required of members was increased
from 5$0.5 milion tb S$3 milion, while the permissible aggregate indebtedness of members

was reduced from 8 times to 5 times the members' adjusted net capital. During the year, the
SES also introduced guidelines to regulate share dealings by directors of listed companies. The
guidelines seek to prevent insider trading by directors.

To enhance capital adequacy standards in Singapore's futures market, the Singapore

International Monetary Exchange (SIMEX) on January 1, 1991 raised the minimum adjusted net

capital requirement for its clearing corporate members from S$3 milion to S$4 milion and
that required for non-cle~ring members from S$0.5 milion to S$l milion.
The ceilng on foreign ownership of shares in Singapore banks was raised in June 1990

from 20 percent to 40 percent. In October 1990, it was announced that a new membership

category would be created to allow foreign securities firms to trade directly on Singapore's

main securities trading board, the CLOB International (Le., the OTC market) and SESDAQ
(Le., a second board). In addition, the existing foreign partners of local brokerage firms would
continue to be permitted to increase their stake to 70 percent, if they meet conditions stipu-

lated in policy guidelines which require a demonstration that the company has contributed to
upgrading the research, marketing and dealing capabilties of the industry and has supported
Stock Exchange development. However, foreign participation in new joint ventures wil be
limited to 49 percent. Meanwhile, the number of foreign brokerage companies in Singapore

increased from 31 as of March 1990 to 40 as of July 1991.

To encourage the further development of international trustee services, and to provide
support for the growing fund management industry in Singapore, the Government announced a
10 percent concessionary tax rate on income of approved trust companies from the provision
of trust services to nonresidents.

A number of measures were also taken by Singapore to further develop its financial
services infrastructure and boost the efficiency and productivity of the market. Scripless

trading on new share issues took effect in June 1990 and the conversion of the existing scripbased counters to the scripless system has begun.

The SES announced in July 1991 that companies planning a public share offering can
opt to stay with the present system or elect a combination of the current fixed-price system

and a DutCh-style tender system. Under the new method, a minimum percentage of between
30 percent and 40 percent must be offered at a fixed price to ensure a minimum spread of

shareholders. For this fixed-price portion, investors can only apply for 1,000 shares each. For
the tender portion, investors can submit more than one application provided they put in dif-

fering bids and the total applied for is less than 5 percent of the entire issue. The alternative
method gives issuers additional flexibility in raising capital from the market. It also raises
efficiency and entails less disruption to the money market.
In May 1991, the MAS implemented the first phase of MasNet, a nationwide computer
network for the financial sector, which allows for electronic communications and data transmission between the MAS and financi~l institutions in Singapore. The second phase, covering
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instant information retrieval and the use of electronic mail, wil be completed by December
1991.
xix. SPAIN

Over the last several years, Spain has taken several legislative and regulatory steps

designed to increase the efficiency of its banking and securities industries.

Insurance activity is reserved exclusively to insurance companies. However, there is no
limi t to the stake a bank can have in an insurance company and a large number of insurance
companies belong to groups headed by banks. Furthermore, within the areas of negotiation
and distribution of insurance, a December 19, 1990 law clearly states that banks may be shareholders in insurance agencies or brokers (tlAgencias y Corredurias de Segurostl).

A new law for private insurance is being prepared which wil contemplate the possible
use of bank and department store networks as sales points for insurance products, thus eliminating the need for these products to be distributed only through insurance agencies or

brokers.

Spanish banks may own stakes in non-financial companies subject to own funds or sol-

vency control requirements. However, the Second Banking Directive sets a limit of

60 percent of own funds for the total investments that a credit institution may have in nonfinancial institutions, which wil necessitate a corresponding modification of Spanish law,
wi th a probable transitional period.

Banks in Spain may act directly in the assets and securities market, including the unof-

ficial options and futures markets. However, they cannot directly trade on the Stock

Exchange, whose members can only be stock brokerage agencies (ltAgencias de Valores y

Bolsatl) or stock brokerage firms (ltSociedades de Valores y Bolsatl). Stock brokerage agencies
are subject to limitations and cannot operate for their own account; stock brokerage firms can
act as both agent and principaL. Banks may indirectly do business on the Exchange by holding

a stake in these firms. During the current transition period, banks may own up to 50 percent
and wil be permitted as of January 1, 1992 to own 100 percent of such firms.

The regulatory scheme for the Spanish securities markets has been reformed recently
through the implementation of the Securities Market Law (ltLey del Mercado de Valorestl) of

July 1988. Under the new system, Stock Exchange members must be stock brokers and stock
brokerage agencies. These companies are subject to the control and guidance of the Spanish
Securities and Exchange Commission (Comision Nacional del Mercado de Valores), a public

body and their regulation is specified in the Securities Market law.

The information required of issuers of securities listed on th~ Stock Exchange is regulated under a Ministerial Order of January 18, 1991 which includes all the details of the quarterly and semiannual information that the issuers of listed securities must send to the
Exchange Commission and to the Governors of the Stock Exchanges (tlSociedades Rectorastl)
where these securities are traded. A prohibition on insider trading was included for the first
time in Spanish law in a single article in the Securities Market Law, implemented by a law
passed in March 1991. The Spanish Securities and Exchange Commission has published a series
of rules and criteria to regulate the issuance of shares and their quotation. New requirements
are pending.
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Options and futures market operations are currently conducted in Spain on unofficial
markets: one in Madrid for options (MOFEX) and another in Barcelona for futures (MEFFSA).

However, a plan has been released under which the Government proposes to regulate officially

these financial futures and options markets under the control of the Spanish Securities and
Exchange Commission (the official control body for Stock Markets). The current unofficial
markets wil have to choose between disolution or meeting the new requirements to be recognized as official markets.

Spanish banks and savings banks have decided to comply with the provisions of the
Basle Declaration on money laundering. Spanish legiSlation wil incorporate these rules when

the EC Directive on money laundering takes effect.

In May 1991, the government announced that it planned to merge all governmentowned financial institutions into a new body, the Corporacion Bancaria de Espana, S.A.
("CBE"). The new CBE institution wil directly control the following companies: Banco Exterior de Espana, Caja Postal (Post Office Savings Bank), Banco Hipotecario de Espana (Spanish
Mortgage Bank), Banco de Credito Agricola (Agricultural Credit Bank), and Banco de Credito

Local (Institutional Credit Bank); a decision about a possible merger of these institutions wil
be reviewed in the future. This state owned banking group intends to operate in every sector

of banking activities. According to the statements of the authorities of Ministry of Economy
and Finance, the reasons for the establishment of the state owned banking group have been:

(i to reinforce the free movement of capital and the possibilties for the state owned banks to

compete from 1993 onwards within the single European market; (ii to strengthen these state

owned banks by taking advantage of their complementary activities and synergies; and (Hi) to
stimulate non-state owned banks to carry out new mergers that are considered advantageous

by the authorities.
XX. SWEDEN

During the 1980's the Swedish banking market was deregulated and few regulatory
restrictions now remain. Regarding further reforms, the Riksdag is expected to approve measures abolishing the ownership barrier between banks and insurance companies. In addition,
following the expected Riksdag approval, banks wil be permitted to invest directly in shares
listed on the stock market. Previously, banks had to invest indirectly through finance compa-

nies which were allowed to purchase shares.
Banks wil continue to be restricted as to the extent they can own industrial companies.

A bank wil not be able to acquire a total number of shares equivalent to more than 30 percent
of its capital base. Moreover, a bank wil not be allowed to buy more than five percent of the

voting shares in a single company or more than 1.5 percent of the company's capital base.

Implementation of the reforms permitting the mixing of banking, insurance and securities is expected to begin on August 1, 1991. Thenceforth, these companies wil be free to buy
into each other's business. In addition, finance companies wil be permitted to issue bonds and
foreign finance companies wil be able to establish subsidiaries inside Sweden.
XXI. SWITZERLAND

1990 and the first half of 1991, Switzerland continued implementation of importan During
t bank
and secUli ties ref orm. '
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In August 1990, the Swiss Penal Code's new provisions against money laundering became

effective, thereby providing Swiss authorities improved means to fight money laundering and
to cooperate more effectively with other authorities. Any transaction intended or suited to
prevent criminally obtained funds from being seized, or to conceal the origin of such funds,
may now be punishable by imprisonment for up to five years or a fine of up to one milion

Swiss francs. The provision explicitly extends to transactions performed in a foreign country,
thus making it easier for the Swiss authorities to figtit international drug dealing. Another
new provision of the Code establishes sanctions for persons that professionally accept funds
but fail to carefully identify the customer or to ask him or her about the beneficial owner of
the funds accepted - if it seems to be someone other than the customer. The sentence in such
cases may amount to one year's imprisonment. On July 1, 1991, Guidelines of the Federal

Banking Commission on the identification of beneficial owners in banking relations wil
become effective. Attorneys, notaries, and some qualified accountants wil now be asked by
banks to give the names of their clients whose money they bring to the bank. An exception is
provided only for specific, narrowly defined activities of attorneys related to court or other

pending legal proceedings, but not extending to asset management.

The Federal Department of Finance is going ahead in preparing a Federal Act on Stock

Exchanges and draft legislation has been published this year. Comments are sought from
interested parties and organizations. An electronic trading system for the Swiss stock
exchanges is being prepared independently from such legislation.

The Swiss Options and Financial Futures Exchange (SOFFEX), a fully electronic market
for standardized financial instruments, has begun trading financial futures. As a result, the
Swiss Bankers' Association has amended its Guidelines on Traded Options to cover financial

futures~
The Federal Banking Commission, the body exercising supervisory powers over banks in
Switzerland, has issued key guidelines on banking activities. The first regulation, effective at

the end of 1990, restricts banks' abilties to create and dissolve hidden reserves on their balance sheets. In particular, a bank is no longer allowed to create hidden reserves by charging a

yield account. If a bank dissolves hidden reserves to a substantial extent, it wil now have to
so declare in its annual report. Other guidelines, also effective on December 31, regulate

banks' transactions with debtors in so-called risk countries and raises the amount of exposure
from 50 percent to 65 percent. The Banking Commission does not publish a list of risk coun-

tries, leaving it to the individual bank to judge the risks it incurs.
In other developments, the Swiss Federal Banking Commission has required CS Holding,

a company which owns banks as well as a trust, and a group of important industrial participants, to maintain capital equal to bank standards for capital adequacy as if the holding com-

pany were a bank. The Banking Commission has stated that the economic connections
between the companies held by CS Holding may require bank subsidiaries to satisfy obligations
of the group.

of an affilate. Adequate capital must be available to cover all risks:

XXII. THAILAND

Thailand is in the process of implementing several wide-ranging reforms to the legal

and regulatory framework of the financial services industry with a view toward boosting the
competitiveness and overall strength of the Thai financial system. The results wil be a more
market-oriented and modern financial sector which would conceivably; position Thailand as a
regional financial center by the mid-90's.
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With the country enjoying an international reserve position in excess of US $17 billon,
the Thai Government last June started to dismantle its longstanding and cumbersome set of
foreign exchange controls by permitting local companies and Thai nationals to purchase reasonably large sums of foreign currency without prior central bank approvaL. Foreign exchange
controls were further liberalized earlier this year when Thai nationals and companies were
permitted to hold foreign currency accounts rather than being forced to convert foreign currency receipts into Baht as previously required. Also, the Bank of Thailand (the country's cen-

tral bank) last September permitted commercial banks to freely determine both lending and
deposit interest rates. Deposit and lending rates are stil subject to a usury ceilng, but elimination of those limits in the near future is under discussion.

In the area of financial institution powers, the government has proposed that commercial banks be permitted to underwrite and distribute debt securities, while at the same time

granting certain finance and securities companies licenses to engage in foreign exchange trading and cross-border trade transactions. The rationale behind this policy is to provide com-

mercial banks with new and attractive income sources to supplement their traditional revenues, thereby boosting the overall stability and strength of Thai banks. A t the same time,
broader powers for finance and securities companies should produce increased competition

with banks and therefore should produce greater efficiencies and higher service quality in the
industry. Concurrently, Thai government officials are studying the pros and cons of creating a
U.S.-styled deposit insurance system to protect small depositors.

Thailand is committed to having its commercial banks comply with the Basle Committee's riSk-based capital guidelines, and, at present, virtually all Thai banks comfortably meet
those guidelines. Recently, Thai banks have been allowed to revalue fixed assets, largely comprised of property and buildings booked at cost. It is noteworthy that Thai banks have always

been subject to a strict capital funds-to-total-assets ratio of 8 percent, thereby ensuring capital adequacy on an on-going basis. With the assets in the Thai banking system growing at a
compound rate of 30 percent over the past 5 years, Thai banks (WhiCh are all listed on the

local stock exchange) have had to augment capital on a continual basis. Thai banks are also
required to comply with conservative constraints on liquidity, legal

lending limits and restric-

tions on types of permitted investments. Industrial companies have traditionally been permit-

ted to hold shares in commercial banks, although the percentage of ownership is limited to
5 percent. Foreign ownership of a bank is restricted to 25 percent.

Due to strong economic growth in Thailand over the last 5 years, the stock market in

Thailand has grown rapidly, with total market capitalization increasing from approximately
US $10 bilion in 1986 to US $50 billon at present. With a view to ensuring a higher level of

market integrity and to protecting investors, Thai authorities are contemplating the creation
of a Securities Exchange Commission. The Ministry of Finance, which presently oversees the
Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET), has continued to refine listing requirements to ensure that
only quality companies are listed. Fearing that the property sectnr is beginning to comprise
too large a segment of the market, officials are adverse to approving new listings for real
estate companies. The SET recently has implemented a computerized settlement system

which has greatly improved trading efficiencies, and, beginning in August 1991, current share
prices are now available to foreign fund managers and investors.
xxm. UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom continued to implement changes to its regulatory system in anticipation of the single European

Market. At the end of 1990 the Bank of England issued a policy

notice implementing the EC Solvency Ratio Directive, which establishes a standard measure
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of credit risk incurred by banks and a minimum capital ratio of 8 percent as from the beginning of 1993. The Bank also issued a notice reflecting the requirements of the EC Own Funds

Directive which sets out how a bank's capital is to be defined for supervisory purposes.

Because these directives mirror very closely the contents of the 1988 Basle Capital Adequacy

Accord, few significant changes to the existing prudential framework wil be required.

During the course of the year the Bank of England reviewed certain aspects of its

approach to consolidated supervision, in particular the conditions that have to be met in order
for the consolidation of certain subsidiaries of banks when computing their individual capital
ratios. Following the decision taken in early 1990 not to introduce a minimum liquidity ratio
requirement, the Bank of England has recently made a start on its round of bilateral discusliquidity. On large exposures, the Bank has been con-

sions with individual banks on prudential

tinuing its policy review, in particular with regard to interest rate and exchange rate related

contracts. It is expected that some proposals on this subject wil be issued shortly.

In December 1990 the British Bankers' Association and the Building Societies Associa-

tion, working in close cooperation with the Bank of England and the law enforcement agencies, issued detailed guidance notes on money laundering for UK banks and building societies.
The Bank of England has advised banks that it expects them to be in a position to demonstrate

that their policies, records and systems at least meet the standards set out in the guidance

notes.

In the field of investment regulation, as indeed in the area of banking supervision, a

great deal of the regulators' attention has been focused on the development of legislation
within the EC, in particular the proposed directives on investment services and capital ade-

quacy. On the domestic front work has progressed on the new three-tier approach to investment regulation. The Securities and Investments Board has now published both its Itregulatory
principleslt and Itcore rules,It which together provide the central framework for the regulation
of investment business carried on in the United Kingdom. The various self-regulatory organi-

zations are currently in the process of finalizing the respective detailed third-tier rules that
wil apply to their own members.

The issue of regulatory structure in the investment sphere has continued to be the subject of considerable debate. Early in 1991 a measure of rationalization was achieved with the

merger of the Securities Association and the Association of Futures Brokers and Dealers. The

new body is called the Securities and Futures Authority. In addition, the Securities and Invest-

ments Board is currently embarking on a wide ranging review of the regulation of retail
investment business. Among the issues to be considered is the question of appropriate regula-

tory boundaries in the retail area. Other topics for review include the role of disclosure in

protecting the interests of investors and the arrangements for compensating investors in the
event of the failure of an investment firm.
XXIV. UNITED STATES

The United States during this period focused attention on legislation that would com-

prehensively restructure its financial system. In February 1991, the Treasury Department
released its study entitled MOdernizing- the Financial System: Recommendations for Safer,

More Competitive Banks, which became the basis for financial modernization legislation.

In March 1991, the Treasury Department proposed legislation en titled the Financial
Institutions Safety and Consumer Choice Act of 1991 based on the recommendations in its
study. The Treasury's proposed bil, which was introduced in the, House of Representatives and
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in the Senate, would restructure the U.S. financial system along the following lines: (i) banks
would be permitted to engage, through affilates of a financial services holding company, in

expanded activities, including securities and insurance activities; (ii the separation of banking
from commerce and industry would be eliminated by allowing commercial firms and banks to
affiliate through a diversified holding company; (iii) full interstate banking and branching
would be permitted; and (iv) the oversight of the banking industry would be restructured by
realloca ting responsibilties among and enhancing thE! powers of the regula tory agencies. As a
condition of engaging in the new activities that would become available under the bil, international banks would have been required to terminate existing U.S. branches and agencies and

engage in banking business through a U.S.-incorporated bank subsidiary. In addition, an international bank would have to form a U.S. holding company, and grandfathering arrangements

for securities affiliates of in terna tional banks would be elimina ted within three years.

A t present, the Congressional debate over what form modernization of the U.S. financial system should take continues. The House and Senate Banking Committees have approved
different versions of the legislation, but both have accepted provisions allowing interstate
banking and the establishment of full service securities affilates by bank holding companies

and international banks. Both Committees eliminated provisions that would have required an
international bank to terminate its U.S. branches and agencies as a condition of establishing a

securities affiliate, and elimination of grandfathering arrangements wil be conditioned upon
authorization of full securities activities. Both bils also impose stiffer firewalls between

banks and their securities affilIa tes than were originaiiy proposed by the Treasury. While the

Senate bil (S. 543) would not permit new affilations between banks and insurance firms, the
House Banking Committee bil (H.R. 6) permits such affilations through a diversified holding
company structure. If this provision survives review by other House Committees and the conference with the Senate, it would provide a means for an international bank to affilate with
an insurance company abroad without having to divest U.S. banking or insurance operations.
The Fair Trade in Financial Services Act (ltFTFSA "), which passed both Houses of Con-

gress last year but ultimately failed to be approved before adjournment, was reintroduced in
both the Senate and the House of Representatives in early 1991. FTFSA would replace the

current U.S. policy of national treatment for international banks and other financial institutions with a policy of reciprocal national treatment. Federal banking agencies would have
discretion under the bil to deny any application by an international bank or other firm whose
home country discriminates against U.S. financial firms. The Senate passed FTFSA again this
year as part of its extension of the Defense Production Act. At hearings held in the House,
the State Department, the Federal Reserve Board ("FRB") and others raised concerns with the

legislation and proposed certain changes, ~, to grandfather certain U.S. operations of international banks from sanctions and to require federal agencies to act in a manner consistent
with U.S. obligations under international and bilateral agreements. FTFSA as passed earlier by
the Senate now has been incorporated into the Senate Banking Committeefs financial modern-

conf erence. .

ization bil, and the changes requested by the House are likely to be considered at a

In the markup of financial modernization legislation, both the House and the Senate

Banking Committees also approved a bil proposed by the FRB entitled the Foreign Bank
Supervision Enhancement Act of 1991. The bil would subject international banks to increased
federal supervision by (i) requiring international banks to obtain federal approval before opening a U.S. office, including a representative office, (ii) clarifying FRB's termination and exam-

ination authority over all branches and agencies of international banks, (iii) requiring prior
FRB approval for an international bank acquiring more than five percent of the voting shares
of a U.S. bank or bank holding company, and (iv) granting new authority for the FRB to gain
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access to information concerning domestic and foreign affilates of international banks with a
U.S. banking presence.
In regulatory developments, after a review of the companies' capital and managerial

infrastructures one year following the original section 20 underwriting approvals, FRB during

the year approved the underwri ting of equity securities in addition to debt secUli ties by
section 20 securities subsidiaries. J.P. Morgan began underwriting domestic equity securities
issues in February 1991. FRB has also approved debt and equity underwriting powers for sev-

eral section 20 subsidiaries of international banks. During 1990, FRB proposed to add private

placement and investment advisory activities to its Regulation Y list of permissible
nonbanking activities. In a move designed in part to alleviate the so-called Itcredit crunch,i'

FRB amended its Regulation D to eliminate reserve requirements for nonpersonal time deposits and Eurocurrency liabilities.
FRB, as required every five years, reviewed and approved amendments to Regulation K,
which addresses international operations of U.S. banks and bank holding companies as well as

certain operations of international banks operating in the United States. In general, the revisions to Regulation K (i expand the authority of U.S. banks to underwrite and deal in equity

securities outside the United States, (ii) expand permissible activities of U.S. banks abroad to
act as futures commission merchants and life insurance underwriters, (ii) expand permissible
domestic activities of Edge corporations, and (iv) expand the eligible criteria for meeting the
qualifying foreign banking organization ("QFBOlt) test and authorize case-by-case exemptions
for parent organizations of international banks.

In a related development, FRB used its authority under section 4(c)(9) of the Bank Hold-

ing Company Act ("BHCA") to grant NMB Postbank Group N.V. ("NMB") and NationaleNederlanden N .V. ("NN") a four year period in which to conform their U.S. activities to the

restrictions of the BHCA after they became affilated through a new holding company structure in the Netherlands. The decision permits NMB to maintain its U.S. banking operations

and NN to conduct U.S. insurance activities including the acquisition of small insurance
companies.

In September 1990, FRB ordered a subsidiary of Citicorp to cease underwriting of insurance pursuant to a Delaware state law which permits Delaware state-chartered banks to conduct broad insurance agency and underwriting activities through a separate division of the
in June 1991 overturned FRB's

bank or through a separate subsidiary. A U.S. appeals court

order, ruling that Delaware subsidiaries could underwrite and sell insurance pursuant to the
state law. The court decision indicates that other states may pass similar insurance

legislation.
As expected, the Office of the Comptroller of Currency (ltOCCit) and the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation ("FDICIt) adopted a minimum leverage ratio similar to that

adopted by FRB that wil apply in addition to riSk-based capital standards. Banks with the

highest ratings must maintain a minimum leverage (Tier 1 capital~to-total assets) ratio of

three percent and other banks must maintain a higher leverage ratio based upon bank ratings.
In other regulatory developments, the OCC permitted national banks to broker sales of platinum bullon. The OCC also determined that management of failed thrift assets held by the
Resolution Trust Corporation is a permissible activity for national banks.

Several significant legislative and regulatory developments concerning U.S. securities
markets occurred during this period. Last fall, Congress enacted the Market Reform Act of
1990, which strengthens the Securities and Exchange Commission's ("SEC") abilty to monitor

and respond to instabilty in the securities markets, for example, through increased
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recordkeeping and reporting requirements. The Market Reform Act contains several complicated provisions governing reporting requirements for broker-dealer affilates of banks and

bank holding companies. Legislative history indicates that broker-dealer subsidiaries of international banks wil not be required to obtain confidential F .R. 2068 reports of the parent.

The Congress also enacted the Securities Enforcement Remedies and Penny Stock

Reform Act of 1990" which expands the SECTs cease and desist and civil money penalty
enforcement authority. Legislation is currently pending in Congress that would settle the
jurisdictional dispute between the SEC and the Commodities Futures Trading Commission by

giving the SEC authority to regulate "hybrid" instruments such as options on stock and bond
indices.

The SEC proposed amendments to Rule 6c-9 under the Investment Company Act of
1940 which would exempt from the Act's registration requirements all equity securities issued

by international banks: The SEC also released for public comment regulations that would
facilitate the extension of foreign tender, exchange and rights offerings to U.S. investors and
expedite registered offerrngs by foreign issuers.
The U.S. Congres and regulators continued to focus on prevention of money laundering

in 1990. Although major legislation did not pass in 1990, the House of Representatives has this
session passed a bil which would allow banking regulators to terminate the license of a bank-

ing organization convicted of money laundering offenses, including branches and agencies of
international banks. A Treasury proposal concerning recordkeeping for international wire
transfers is awaiting final approvaL.
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